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Introduction 
Let f: (C叫0)→(C, 0) be an analytic function defined in a neighborhood of the origin and 
均 thecritical locus off. The Milnor fiber F1,o is given by J-1 (6) n B0 where 6 isa regular 
value off, 0 < lbl≪E≪1. In [15], Milnor proved that, if f has an isolated singularity, 
Fぃhasthe homotopy type of a wedge ofμ(f) spheres of dimension n -l, whereμ(f) is 
the Milnor number off. Also, μ(f) is the number of Morse points in a Morsefication off in 
a neighborhood of the origin. 
In [6], Hamm generalized Milnor's results for complete intersections with isolated sin-
gularity F = (fぃ...ぷ）： (C叫0)→(C尺0),1 < k < n, proving that the Milnor fiber 
p-1(b)nBe,O < lbl≪E≪1,hasthehomotopytypeofawedgeofμ(F) spheresofdimen-
sion n-k. In this context, Le [7] and Greuel [5] proved thatμ(F) +μ(F') = dime (~), 
where F': (C叫0)→(ck-1, 0) is the map with components Ji, .. , fk-l and J is the 
ideal generated by Ji, .. , fk-l and the (k x k)-minors・ a(Ji, .ふ）
a(x,1, …凸）. Notice that the num-
berdimc(~ 且）I is the number of cntlcal pomts of a Morsefication of f k appearing on the 
Milnor fibre of F'. 
If f isdefined over a complex analytic space X and f has an isolated singularity at the 
origin, a generalization for the Milnor number is the Euler obstruction of the function f, 
introduced in [2], by Brasselet, Massey, Parameswaran and Seade. In [17], Seade, Tib泣and
Verjovsky proved that, up to sign, this number is the number of Morse critical points of a 
stratified Morsefication of f appearing in the regular part of X. 
In a more general context, if f isdefined over a complex analytic space X equipped 
with a good stratification V of X relative to f (see Definition 2.1) and the function f does 
not have isolated singularity at the origin, a way to describe the generalized Milnor fiber 
Xnf―1(6) n Be is to use the Brasselet number off at the origin, B1,x(O), introduced by 
Dutertre and Grulha, in [3], and that generalizes the Milnor number to this more general 
setting and the local Euler obstruction, introduced by MacPherson, in [10], in his proof 
for the Deligne-Grothendieck conjecture. In [3], the authors presented several formulas to 
compute Brasselet numbers couting number of stratified Morse critical points. For example, 
they present a Le-Greuel type formula for the Brasselet number: if g : X→ (C is prepolar 
with respect to Vat the origin (see Definition 2.4) and O < lbl≪E≪1, then 
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B1,x(O) -B1,xg(O) = (-l)d-lnq, 
where nq is the number of Morse critical points of a partial Morsefication of glxnf→ (8)nB, 
appearing in the regular part of X, and X9 = X n {g= O}. 
They also proved results about the topology of functions with isolated singularity defined 
over an analytic complex Whitney stratified variety X. If X is equidimensional, let f, g : 
X→ C be analytic functions with isolated singularity at the origin such that g isprepolar at 
the origin with respect to the good stratification induced by f (see (1)) and f isprepolar at 
the origin with respect to the good stratification induced by g, then 
B1,x(O)-B9,x(O) = (-l)d-l匹—四）．
where X f = X n {f = 0} n is the number of Morse critical oints of a Morsefication of p 
glxnJ→ (&)nB, appearing in the regular part of X and mq is the number of Morse critical points 
of a Morsefication off lxn9-1(8)nB, appearing in the regular part of X, for O < 181≪E≪1. 
Computing these numbers of stratified Morse critical points is directly connected to rel-
ative polar varieties. Consider l a linear form in en, W a Whitney stratification of an open 
subset U of X, {Wi ¥ {l = O}, Win {l = O} ¥ {O}, {O}} the good stratification of U in-
duced by l and a function-germ g : (U,0)→ (C, 0). If l sufficiently generic, the relative 
polar variety (curve) r 9」definedby Le and Teissier, in [8], coincides with the relative polar 
curve defined by Massey, in [12], and with the relative polar varieties, defined by Massey, in 
[14] (see [11] and [13]). Each of these polar varieties are useful not only to compute polar 
multiplicities ([9]) and intersection numbers ([14]), but also to describe critical loci of pair 
of functions defined over X ([12], [3]), which is the approach we are interested the most. 
In this work, we use relative polar varieties to compute a number of stratified Morse 
critical points of a specific type of Morsefication of a function-germ, aiming to obtain infor-
mations about the Brasselet number of this germ. 
1 Local Euler obstruction and Euler obstruction of a func-
tion 
We begin presenting the local Euler obstruction, a singular invariant defined by MacPherson 
and used as one of the main tools in his proof for the Deligne-Grothendieck conjecture about 
the existence and uniqueness of Chem classes for singular varities. 
Let (X, 0) c (C叫0)be an equidimensional reduced complex analytic germ of dimen-
sion d in a open set U c en. Consider a complex analytic Whitney stratification V = {凡｝
of U adapted to X such that {O} is a stratum. We choose a small representative of (X, 0), 
denoted by X, such that O belongs to the closure of al strata. We write X = Uf=o v;, 
where Vo = {O} and¼= Xreg, where Xreg is the regular part of X. We suppose that 
Vo, Vi, .. , Vq-I are connected and that the analytic sets Vo, V1, .. , Vqare reduced. We write 
di= dim(¼』, i E {1, .. , q}. Note that dq = d. 
Let G(d, N) be the G rassmanman manifold, x E Xreg and consider the Gauss map 
c/>: Xreg→ U x G(d, N) given by x→ (x, Tx(Xre9)). 
Definition 1.1. The closure of the image of the Gauss map¢in U x G (d, N), denoted by X, 
is called Nash mod廊cationof X. It is a complex analytic space endowed with an analytic 
proJectlon map v : X→ X. 
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_ Consider the extension of the tautological bundle 7 <?ver U x G(d, N). Since 
X c U_ x G{d, N), we consider T the restriction of 7 to X, called the Nash bundle, 
and1r:T→ X the projection of this bundle. 




X—U x G(d,N) 
v↓ ↓'P 
x 、 Uこ(CN
Considering 1z 1 = v z国＋・・・十ZN取， theI-differential form w = dllzll2 over CN 
defines a section in T*か andits pullback cp*w is a 1-form over U x G(d, N). Denote by心
the restriction of cp*w over X, which is a section of the dual bundle T*. 
Choose E small enough for w be a non zero section overい (z),0<llzll~E,letBcbe 
the closed ball with center at the origin with radius E and denote: 
1. Obs(T*, 心） E IHI叫い(Bふい(SふZ)as the obstruction for extending T from 
戸 (Sc)to戸 (B』;
2. Ov-1(B,),v-1(s,) as the fundamental class in IHI叫□(B』,lJ―l(SふZ).
Definition 1.2. The local Euler obstruction of X at O Eu x (0), is given by the evaluation 
Eux(O) =〈Obs(たw),Ov-l(Bふv-1(S,)〉．
In [1], Brasselet, Le and Seade proved a formula to make the calculation of the Euler 
obstruction easier. 
Theorem 1.3. (Theorem 3.1 of [ 1]) Let (X, 0) and V be given as before, then for each 
generic linear form l,there exists Eo such that for any E with O < E < Eoand 8 i-0 sufficiently 
small, the Euler obstruction of (X, 0) is equal to 
Eux(O) = L x(¼n Ben 戸(8)).Eux(¼),
i=l 
where x is the Euler characteristic, Eux(¼) is the Euler obstruction of X at a point of 
¼, i = 1,.. , q and O < 181≪E≪l. 
Let us give the definition of another invariant introduced by Brasselet, Massey, Parameswaran 
and Seade in [2]. Let f : X→ C be a holomorphic function with isolated singularity at the 
origin given by the restriction of a holomorphic function F : U→ C and denote by~F(x) 





Since f has an isolated singularity at the origin, for al x E X ¥ {O}, the projection 
(i (x) of VF () x over Tx v; x 1s non-zero, where v; x 1s a stratum conta1mng x. Using 
this projectiop, the authors constructed, in [2], a stratified vector field o~er X, c!_enoted by 
町(x).Let (be the lifting of町(x)as a section of the Nash bundle T over X, without 
singularity ,9ver v―1(xn s」
Let 0(() E IHl2nい(Xn B) -1 (X n S,)) be the obstruction cocycle for extending ( 
as a non zero section of T insideい (XnBふ
Defini!ion 1.4. The local Euler obstruction of the function f, Eu1,x(O) is the evaluation 
of 0(() on the fundamental class [い(XnBふ□(XnS』.
The next theorem compares the Euler obstruction of a space X with the Euler obstruction 
of function defined over X. 
Theorem 1.5. (Theorem 3.1 of [21) Let (X, 0) and V be given as before and let 
f: (X, 0)→ (<C, 0) be a function with an isolated singularity at 0. For O < 18≪E≪1, 
we have 
恥，x(O)= Eux(O) 一 LX(¼nB, nf—1(8)).Eux(¼). 
i=l 
In [17], Searle, Tib紅 andVerjovsky proved that the Euler obstruction of a function f is
also related to the number of Morse critical points of a Morsefication of f. Before we state 
their result, let us see the definition of a general point. 
Definition 1.6. Let (X, 0)c (U, 0) be a germ of complex analytic space in en equipped 
with a Whitney stratification and let f : (X, 0)→ (C, 0) be an analytic function, given by 
the restriction of an analytic function F : (U, 0)→ (C, 0). Then O issaid to be a generic 
point of f if the hyperplane Ker(d。F)is transverse in en to al limit of tangent spaces 
limn→ 00 TxJVa), for al Va and sequence of points Xn E Va converging to 0. 
Now, let us see the definition of a Morsefication of a function. 
Definition 1.7. A function f : (X 0) → ((C, 0) 1s said to be Morse stratified if for al strata 
Va, with dim Va 2 1, 0 isa generic point of the restriction flv" and for Vo = {O}, 0 isa 
Morse point of !Iva• 
A stratified Morsefication of a germ of anal tic function f : (X, 0)→ (C, 0) is a defor-y 
mation f of f such that f isMorse stratified. 
Proposition 1.8. (Proposition 2.3 of [171) Let f : (X, 0)→ (C, 0) be a germ of analytic 
function with isolated singularity at the origin. Then, 
Eu1,x(O) = (-l)dnreg, 
where nreg is the number of Morse points in Xreg in a stratified Morsefication off. 
In the case where we have a function with several number of isolated critical points, one 
can be interested in a deformation of this function which is a Morsefication around each one 
of these singularities. This is what Dutertre and Grulha called a partial Morsefication. 
Definition 1.9. A p artial Morseficatmn of g : J-1(8) n X n B,→ (C is a function g : 
f―1(8)nXnB, → (C (not necessarily holomorphic) which is a local Morsefication of al 
isolated critical points of g in f―1(8) nx n {gヂO}n B, and which coincides with g outside 
a small neighborhood of these critical points. 
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2 Brasselet number 
We present now the two most important tools in this work: the relative polar variety, defined 
by Massey in [12], and the Brasselet number, introduced by Dutertre and Grulha in [3]. 
We also present formulas proved by Dutertre and Grulha to compute Brasselet numbers by 
counting numbers of stratified Morse critical points. 
Let X be a reduced complex analytic space (not necessarily equidimensional) of dimen-
sion din an open set U~en and let f : (X, 0)→ (C 0) b e ananalytic map. We write 
V(f) =f―1(0). 
Definition 2.1. A good stratification of X relative to f isa stratification V of X which is 
adapted to V(f) such that {V; 入EVぷ芦 V(f)} is a Whitney stratification of X ¥ V (f)and 
such that for any pair (V; 入，vサsuchthat V; 入芦 V(f) and V, <; V (f), the (a f)-Thom condition 
is satisfied, that is, if p E V, and Pi E V; 入aresuch that Pi→ p and Tp; V(flv: 入ー !Iv:入（い）
converges to some T, then'Fi尤 <;;T
If f: X→ <C has a stratified isolated critical point and V is a Whitney stratification of 
X, then 
{Vi¥ x1, V; 入nx八{O},{O}, Vi E V} 
is a good stratification of X relative to f, called the good stratification induced by f.
Definition 2.2. The critical locus off relative to V, 邸 f,is given by the union 
畠 f= LJ~(!IV; 入）．
応EV
(1) 
Definition 2.3. If V = {凡}is a_stratification of X, the s!mmetric relative polar variety 
of f and g with respect to V, r 1,9(V), is the union U入い(V;入）， wherer 1,g(V.x) denotes 
the closure in X of the critical locus of (f, g)IV; 入¥(XfuXか xt= X n {f= O} and X9 = 
X n {g = O}. 
Definition 2.4. Let V be a good stratification of X relative to a function f : (X, 0)→ (C, 0). 
A function g : (X, 0)→ (C, 0) is prepolar with respect to Vat the origin ifth・ ・ e ongm1s a 
stratified isolated critical point, that is, 0 isan isolated point of均g.
Definition 2.5. A function g: (X ． 0)→ (C, 0) is tractable at the or1gm with respect to a 
good stratification V of X relative to f : (X, 0)→ (C, 0) if dim。f},9(V) :S 1 and, for al 
strata Vaこxi I h , gv" asno cnt1cal pomts m a neighbourhood of the origin except perhaps 
at the origin itself. 
Another concept useful for this work is the notion of constructible functions. Consider a 
Whitney stratification W = {W1, .. , W.けofX such that each stratum Wi is connected. 
Definition 2.6. A constructible function with respect to the stratification W of X is a func-
tion (3: X→ Z which is constant on each stratum Wi, that is, there exist integers t1, .. , tか
such that (3 =区i=lk 1 w,where 1 w,is the characteristic function of Wi. 
Definition 2.7. The Euler characteristic x(X, (3) of a constructible function (3 : X→ Zwith 
respect to the stratification W of X, given by (3 = Li=l tdw,, is defined by x(X, (3) = 
Li=1 kx(W;). 
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Before we state Dutertre and Grulha results, we need to introduce some definitions about 
normal Morse data. We cite as main references [4] and [18]. The first concept we present is 
the complex link, an object analogous to the Milnor fibre, important in the study of complex 
stratified Morse theory. 
Let V be a stratum of the stratification V of X and let x be a point of V. Let 
g: (C叫0)→(C, 0) be an analytic complex function-germ such that the differential form 
Dg(x) is not a degenerate covector of Vat x. Let N be a normal slice to Vat x, that is, N is 
a closed complex submanifold of en which is transversal to V at x and N n V = { x}.
Definition 2.8. Let Be be the closed ball of radius e centered at x. The complex link lv of 
Vis defined by lv = X n N n Ben{g = 8}, where O < 181≪e≪1. 
The normal Morse datum NM D(V) of Vis the pair of spaces 
NM D(V) = (X n N n Be,X n N n BE n {g = 8}). 
In Part I, section 2.3 of [4], the authors explained why this two notions are independent 
of al choices made. 
Definition 2.9. Let f3: X→ Z be a constructible function with respect to the stratification 
V. Its normal Morse index'T)(V, /3) along Vis defined by 
'TJ(V, /3) = x(N M D(V), /3) = x(X n N n B⑰) -x(lv, /3). 
In the case where the constructible function is the local Euler obstruction, the following 
identities are valid ([18], page 34): 
'TJ(V', Euv) = 1, ifV'= V and'T)(V', Euv) = 0, ifV'# V. 
We present now the definition of the Brasselet number and the main theorems of [3], used 
as inspiration for this work. 
Letf: (X,O)→ (C, 0) be a complex analytic function germ and let V be a good strati-
fication of X relative to f. We denote by V1, .. , Vqthe strata of V that are not contained in 
{f = 0} and we assume that 咋..., Vq-l are connected and thatり＝
Xreg ¥ {f = O}. Note that Vq could be not connected. 
Definition 2.10. Suppose that X is equidimensional. Let V be a good stratification of X 
relative to f. The Brasselet number off at the origin, B1,x(O), is defined by 
B1,x(O) =~I=1 x(¼n f―1(8) n B』Eux(¼),
where O < 181≪E≪1. 
Remark: If V'・ 1s a connected component of Vq, Eux(V;) = 1. 
Notice that if f has a stratified isolated singularity at the origin, then 
B1,x(O) = Eux(O) -Eu1,x(O) (see Theorem 1.5). 
In [3], Dutertre and Grulha proved interesting formulas describing the topological rela-
tion between the Brasselet number and a number of certain critical points of a special type 
of deformation of functions. Let us now present some of these results. 
Letg: (X,O)→ (C, 0) be a complex analytic function which is tractable at the origin 
with respect to V relative to f. Then r f,gis a complex analytic curve and for O < 181≪1 
the critical points of glJ-l(o)nx in Be lying outside {g = O} are isolated. Let g be a partial 
Morsefication of g : f―1(8) n x n Be → C and, for each 
i E { 1, .. , q}, let ni be the number of stratified Morse critical points of g appearing on 
¼n f―1(8) n {g # O} n Be 
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Theorem 2.11. (Theorem 4.2 of [ 3]) Let /3: X→ Z be a constructible function with respect 
to the stratification V. Suppose that g : (X, 0)→ (<C, 0) is a complex analytic function 
tractable at the origin with respect to V relative to f. For O < 151≪E≪1, we have 
x(Xnf―1(5) n B0, /3) -x(X n g―1(0) n f―1(5) n Be, /3) = Lい—1)か1几rJ(¼,/3). 
In the case that /3= Eux, the last theorem implies the following. 
Corollary 2.12. (Corollary 4.3 of [3]) Suppose that X is equidimensional and that g is
tractable at the origin with respect to V relative to f. For O < 151≪E≪1, we have 
x(Xnf―1(5) n Be, Eux) -x(X n g―1(0) n f―1(5)nBe,Eux) = (-l)d-lrl、q・
If one supposes, in addition, that g isprepolar, a consequence of this result is a Le-Greuel 
type formula for the Brasselet number. 
Theorem 2.13. (Theorem 4.4 of [31) Suppose that Xis equidimensional and that g ispre-
polar with respect to Vat the origin. For O < 151≪E≪1, we have 
B1,x(O) -B1,xg(O) = (-l)d-lnq, 
where nq is the number of stratified Morse critical points on the top stratum Vq n 1-1 (5) n B0 
appearing in a Morsefication of g : X n f―1(5) n B0→ <C. 
In [3], the authors also related the topology of the generalized Minor fibres off and g 
and some number of Morse points. 
Theorem 2.14. Suppose that g (resp. f) is prepolar with respect to the good stratification 
induced by f (resp. g) at he origin. Let /3: X→ Z be a constructible function with respect 
to the Whitney stratification V. For O < 151≪E≪1, 
x(Xnf―1(5) n Be, /3) -x(X n g耀） n Be, /3) =区い—1)かl仇ー mi)rJ(¼,/3), 
where ni (resp. mi) is the number of stratified Morse critical points on the stratum 
¼n f―1(5) n Be (resp. ¼n g―1 (5) n B0) appearing in a Morsefication of 
g:Xnf―1(5)nBe→ <C(resp. f: X n g―1(5)nBe→ <C). 
In the case where /3= Eux, the last theorem implies the following result. 
Corollary 2.15. Suppose that X is equidimensional and that g (resp. f) is prepolar with 
respect to the good stratification induced by f (resp. g) at he origin. Then 
B1,x(O) -Bg,x(O) = (-l)d-1(nq -m心
where nq (resp. 叫） is the number of stratified Morse critical points on the top stratum 
Vq n f―1(5) n B0 (resp. Vq n g―1(5) n B』 appearingin a Morsefication of 
g:Xnf―1(5)nBe→ <C(resp. f: X n g―1(5)nBe→ <C). 
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3 Brasselet numbers and empty relative polar varieties 
In this final section, we present relations between Brasselet numbers of two function-germs 
in the case where the relative polar variety associated to these germs is empty. 
Let (X, 0)be a complex analytic space with ambient space Uc C八Letf,g:(X,O)→ 
(C, 0) be germs of holomorphic functions and let V be a good stratification of U relative to 
f. Suppose that恥gn {f = O} = {O}. We aim to obtain information about the Brasselet 
number off and the Brasselet number of g in the case where the relative polar varietyい，g(V)
is empty. 
We begin with a description of two relevant subsets of the relative polar variety r 1,9(V). 
~roposition 3.1. The stratified critical set Evg of g and the symmetric relative polar variety 
r f,g(V) are subsets of乃，g(V).
Proof. If x E畠g,d~ x9lv" = 0, for a stratum Va E V conta1nmg x and an analyuc extension 
g of gin a neighborhood of x. If Va C {f = O}, then x = 0,since恥gn {f = O} = {O}. If 
Va c X ¥ {f= O}, 
rk(d』Iv",dx91vJさ1,
where J isan analytic extension of f in a neighborhood of x, that is x E E (f,g) Iv" = 
E(f, g)lva¥U=O}・Therefore, x Eい(Va)-
Furthermore, f'1,9(Va) is given by components of r 1,9(Va) no contained in {g = O}, that 
is, い(Va)=f1,9(Va) ¥ {g = O}~f1,9(Va.) Therefore, 
い(V)u 畠g~い(V).
ロ
Using this proposition, we obtain the following useful information about the behavior of 
g with respect to the stratification V. 
Corollary 3.2. Ifい(V)is empty, then g isprepolar at the origin with respect to the good 
stratification V of X relative by f. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, if r1,9(V) is empty, Evg is empty, that is, g has no stratified 
critical point with respect to V. ロ
Let ni be the number of stratified Morse critical points of a Morsefication of 
g: X n f―1(8) n B€ → Cin¼nf—1(8) n {gヂO}n B0 for each i E {1, .. , q}. 
The next proposition uses the relative polar varietyり，9(V) for counting the numbers匹
p ropos1bon 3.3. Ifじ，9(V)is empty, then ni = O,for al i E {1, .. , q}. 
Proof. Let¼be a stratum of V and x be a critical point of glv,nf畷）nB,. Then, if J and g 
are analyti<?, extensions off and gin a neighborhood of x, respectively, x Ev; n 1-1(8) n B€ 
and rk(d』h7;,dxglv;)~1, thatis, 
XE(¼n f―1(8) nB』n(畠Ju邸gUむ，g(V)).
By Proposition 1.3 of [12], 邸fC {f = 0}. Therefore, 
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~9lv.n1• (o)nB, =Yin f―1(5)nB,n(「1,i½) u~glv.) こ ½n f―1(5) n B, n r1,g(½). 
Since r J,9(V) is empty, by Proposition 3.1, ~9IV;nJ-l(o)nB, is empty. Therefore, ni = 0, 
for al i E {1, .. , q}. ロ
In [3], Dutertre and Grulha proved a Le-Greuel type formula for the Brasselet number, 
with which it is possible count the number of stratified Morse critical points using Brasselet 
numbers. We apply their result to obtain a relation between Brasselet number in the setting 
we already know the number of Morse points. First let us show a more general result. 
Corollary 3.4. If f3 : X→ Z isa constructible function with respect to the good stratifica-
tion V of X relative to f and r 1,g(V) is empty, then 
x(Xnf―1(5) n B,, /3) = x(X n {g = o} n f―1(5) n B,, (3). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, since r 1,9(V) is empty, g isprepolar at the origin with respect to V 
and, by Proposition 1.12 of [12], tractable at the origin with respect to V. Then, by Theorem 
4.2 of [3], we obtain 
q 
x(Xnf―1(8) n B,, (3) = x(X n {g = o} n f―1(8) n B,, (3) + L(-l)d-1niry(½, (3), 
i=l 
where ni is the number of stratified Morse critical points of a Morsefication of glv;nf→ (c5)nB, 
appearing in v; 『f―1(8)nB,.Using again that r 1,9(V) is empty, ni = 0, forall i E {1, .. , q}
and we conclude the equality. ロ
If the constructible function (3 is giving by the local Euler obstruction, one obtains a 
relation between Brasselet numbers. 
Corollary 3.5. If X is equidimensional and r f,g(V) is empty, then B J,x (0) = B J,x• (0). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 of [3], B1,x(O) = B1,x.(O) + (-l)d-lnq, where nq is the number of 
stratified Morse criticalpoints of a Morsefication of glxnJ-'(a)nB, appearing on 
Vq n f―1 (8) n B,. Since r 1,g(V) is empty, nq is zero and the equality holds. ロ
When f isa generic linear form on <C叫B1,x(O)= Eux(O) and B1,x•(O) = Eux.(O). 
Therefore, Corollary 3.5 implies the following consequence. 
Corollary 3.6. If X is equidimensional and r f,g(V) is empty, then Eu x (0) = Eu x• (0). 
When both f and g has isolated singularity at the origin, Dutertre and Grulha proved 
several formulas about the Brasselet numbers off and g. Using this formulas, one can obtain 
further information about these numbers if r 1,9(V) is empty. If that is the case, then g is
prepolar at the origin with respect to the good stratification V of X induced by f, given as 
a refinement of a Whitney stratification W = {V: ふofX. By Corollary 6.1 of [3], f is
prepolar at the origin with respect to the good stratification V induced by g, also given by a 
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refin匹ent叫別ApplyingProposition 1.12 of [12], we obtain thatい(V)=い(V)and 
r g,t(V) =「g,t(V).But 
じ，g(V) u I;(j, g)IV;¥({f=O}U{g=O}) 
撃 V
u I;(j, g) I (Wi¥{f=O})¥{g=O} 
WiEW 
u I;(j, g) lcwi¥{g=O})¥{f=O} 
訊 EW
u I;(j, g)IV,¥({g=O}U{f=O}) 
½EV 
f9,1(V). 
Therefore, these four polar varieties are equal. Using this description, one concludes the 
following. 
p ropos1bon 3.7. If fJ : X → Z is a constructible function with respect to the Whitney 
stratification Wand r f,9(V) is empty, where Vis the good stratification of X induced by f, 
then 
x(Xnf―1(8) n B,, (3) = x(X n g―1(8) n B,, (3). 
Proof. Since r f,g(V) is empty, g isprepolar at the origin with respect to V. Then, f is
prepolar at the origin with respect to the good stratification V induced by g. By Theorem 6.4 
of [3], 
x(Xnf―1(8) n B,, (3) = x(X n g―1(8) n B,, (3) 
+ I:(一1)心 1(ni-m況(Wi,(3), 
i=l 
where di denotes the dimension of Wi E W. By Proposition 3.4, if mi is the number of strati-
fled Morse critical points of a Morsefication of flxng-'(o)nB, appearing on 
¼ng—1(8) n {f i-} 0 n B,, for each i E {1, .. , q}, since r f,g(V) is empty, r 1,g(V) is 
empty and mi = 0.Since the number ni of stratified Morse critical points of a Morsefication 
of glxnJ-'(o)nB, in¼n f―1(8) n {g i-O} n B, is zero, for each i E {1, .. , q}, the equality 
is proved. ロ
Corollary 3.8. If Xis equidimensional and r1,g(V) is empty, then Bg,x(O) = B1,x(O). 
Proof. Since r f,g(V) is empty, g (resp. f) is prepolar wih respect to the good stratifica-
tion of X induced by f (resp. g). Applying Corollary 6.5 of [3], we obtain B1,x(O) = 
Bg,x(O) + (-l)d-1旧—四）， wherenq (resp. mq) is the number of stratified Morse critical 
points of a Morsefication of glxnf一1(o)nB,(resp. JI xng-l(o)nsJ appeanng on the top stratum 
½n f―1(8) n B, (resp. Vq n g―1(8) n B,). Using again thatい(V)is empty, we have that 
四=mq = 0, what leads to the equality. ロ
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